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Beauty should not be such an important standard as it is today 
 

	

	

The fashion industry is composed of creative minds who are designers, business minds 

for marketing, editorialists etc. and finally models for visual pleasure. Everything looks 

so simple and neat, wrong. Those model who pose for campaigns, magazine covers etc. 

are expected to look in a particular shape in order to look visually satisfying. However, 

the target customers are many other people in many shapes or colors who don’t look like 

the models on the magazines or billboards. What kind of marketing is this if the 

customer can’t imagine their best self in a piece of clothing and keep on comparing their 

self with the advertised models? This clearly gives a message from fashion industries 

that there are particular rules that make you “perfect.” 
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Unfortunately, our society is saturated with images that project an unrealistic 

expectation of what the female and male body “should” look like, giving countless people 

a hopeless standard for which they are striving for. Instead of accepting their own 

unique beauty and flaws, they prefer to spend money to go under knife and change their 

looks. Seeking self-esteem through plastic surgery has become a popular and easy 

solution that supports the fashion industry expectations.  

 

This image on the left side is an art therapy 

drawing done under the purview of plastic surgeon 

Dr. Frederick Lukash for his young patients, 

including a 13-year-old who drew how she felt 

before rhinoplasty. Also, Dr. Frederick Lukash 

mentions in his The New York Times interview 

that his patients come over and get plastic surgery 

to “fit in” with the expectations around them.  

 

As technology has more advanced in the 21st century, people who feel insecure about 

their body will feel threatened because through technology they are exposed more often 

to mass media’s constant body-shaming of women. Advertising, in particular, has 

caused teen girls to question their appearance and lose confidence with their bodies by 

constantly bombarding them with models who have perceived “ideal” body. 
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 make the model appear skinnier. These 

pictures do not represent what women 

actually look like. Teen girls are now pushed to believe that they will only be pretty if 

they are skinny, have perfect hair, a thigh gap, a six-pack, big breasts and big butt like 

the models in they see in the media. While teen girls are getting influenced through 

these given expectations, especially girls starts to get health problems mentally and 

physically such as anorexia, depression, social anxiety and many more.  

 

Striving towards this unrealistic thin ideal leads most women to experience feelings of 

depression, helplessness, and self-devaluation. With digital altering available to 

construct these unrealistic images seen in advertisements, it is no wonder that more and 

more people are turning to cosmetic surgery and other health issues as a means of 

dealing with body dissatisfaction.	However, body image and self-esteem start in the 

mind, not in the mirror.  

 

 

 

 

The average female fashion model 

wears a size 2 or 4, while the average 

American woman wears a size 12 to 14. 

according to a 2015 report by Common 

Sense Media. In addition, photos of 

models in ads are “touched up” to 
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